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1. BACKGROUND
Toro 3 HPP is a 48 MW power plant installed in central Costa Rica with 21 m3/s plant discharge and 265 m of head.
It is designed to work in level control and use water outflow from Toro 2 HPP. Almost 7 km long water passage in
combination with small intake reservoir makes the level control difficult.
Our aim is to present the successful method of level control regulation of complex cascade system using a flow control.
In addition, basic design issues of the group controller will be described.

2. TORO 3 HPP HYDRAULIC SCHEME
Toro 3 HPP is part of the Toro cascade system and is installed after Toro 2 HPP. The Toro 2 units have a flow
capacity of 20m3/s installed. The intake reservoir for Toro 3, which is tail water basin for Toro 2 at the same time,
has a water surface area of Areservoir=753 m2 [1].
Installed flow capacity at Toro 3 is 2×10,9 m3/s, meaning that 1 meter of intake-reservoir level would be spent in 37
s if both Toro 3 units are in operation and Toro 2 units are shutdown.
The surge tank water surface is 78 m2. The tunnel length between intake reservoir and surge tank is 5 km, and there
is 2 km of steel penstock installed between surge tank and powerhouse. Together, the water passage length between
intake reservoir and powerhouse is close to 7 km.

Fig. 1– Hydraulic scheme of the Toro 3 HPP
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3. DESIGN OF LEVEL CONTROL AT TORO 3 HPP
When considering classical PID level control in the design phase, a problem became a small intake reservoir area
for which fast regulation responses would be expected. However for using PID control, slow responses would have
to be set to obtain water system stability and this type of regulation was therefore not applicable.
The idea for level regulation was to implement a flow control loop, where Toro 3 units would compensate the Toro
2 discharge [2]. A problem for level control in this case is “la Flor” weir which has no discharge measurement
installed. Nevertheless, we decided to use the flow control at Toro 3 HPP as for level regulation of the intake
reservoir.
The La Flor intake flow is calculated as the difference between measured flow at Toro 2 and turbinated flow for
stable level regulation. La Flor weir intake flow has a small change rate in time, so above assumptions showed to be
sufficient. So calculated La Flor intake flow was additionally averaged for 10 min to filter-out step changes in
control loop.
Additional compensating flow was implemented to make possible a level reference change and to regulate the actual
reservoir level at desired level. As example - if actual level is lower as reference value, the Toro 3 flow is to be
decreased.
To set the flow reference for Toro 3 units, we combined measured flow at Toro 2, calculated flow at la Flor weir
and compensation flow for making the level control possible and accurate.
Such flow and level control loops were initially implemented in the governor, however the response was poor. The
control loop showed to be fairly unstable, forcing Toro 3 units to load and unload continuously in some cases even
over full unit operating range. Since this model was already successfully implemented on other Francis unit, we
investigated the differences between the projects and came to conclusions which later led us to improve the control
loop and outcome the problems.
Basic differences between the projects where the same level-flow control loop was implemented are that at Toro 3
HPP the intake reservoir is significantly smaller and that penstock length is longer.

4. CORRECTION FACTORS FOR LEVEL CONTROL
To solve the level control instability problems, site measurements were performed in gate opening control at first.
After stabilizing the plant operation at stable reservoir level and stable water pressure before the units without any
significant oscillations, a step change in gate opening was performed. Meanwhile, intake reservoir level and surge
tank level were monitored.
The result showed, that after the step change in gate opening surge tank level changed practically at the same time,
however the intake reservoir level changed only 50-60s after. A surge wave traveling time propagates with velocity
app 950 m/s in the penstock and 1200 m/s in the tunnel [1], while the level oscillation between surge tank and the
intake reservoir is a function of volumetric flow between the reservoirs. Slow oscillatory dumped water flow
between the reservoirs results in an apparent time lag in the reservoir level change as presented on measurement of
load rejection on Fig. 2 [3].
The oscillatory dumped wave is actually a flow of the water due to the level difference between the reservoir level
and surge tank. In case when turbine flow is changed, the level in surge tank consequently changes (eg. when
turbine flow decreases the surge tank level rises above the quasi-stationary level for a certain flow in penstock).
Changed level conditions influence the flow in tunnel.
If we assume that turbine flow is constant but the surge oscillations are present in the hydraulic system, there is a
certain dumped wave oscillatory flow Qo present between the surge tank and the intake reservoir. This additional
oscillatory flow can be directed upwards or downwards the tunnel:

Qtunnel  Qt  Qo

(1)

As the tunnel oscillatory flow changes with time there is immediate response also on the reservoir level, which in
Toro 3 case is small and the effect on the reservoir level is significant.
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n- speed of rotation
y2- wicket gate position (closing)

Pgen

dt
HWL
Hst – surhe tank water level

Fig. 2– Surge tank and intake reservoir level responses to full load-rejection

The reservoir level surface area is only about 10 times larger as surge tank water surface area, so it is expected and
also proved by measurement, that level oscillations due to oscillatory dumped wave is present also in the intake
reservoir. The volume of the oscillatory flow is distributed between surge tank and reservoir. In this way, expected
level deviation in the intake reservoir is 1/10th of the level deviation in the surge tank. This phenomenon is
additional problem in level control as even if gate opening is constant, the level in reservoir is changing as long
there is oscillatory wave present between surge tank and reservoir.

4.1. Intake reservoir level oscillation correction factor
A correction factor k H was introduced to compensate surge tank / intake reservoir level oscillation for level-control

k H represents the influence of the surge tank level H st
deviation from the quasi-stationary surge tank level which is a function of the penstock losses H st _ qs (QT 3 ) . The
flow reference calculation at Toro 3. The correction factor

surge head deviation influences the tunnel flow and consequently the intake reservoir water level.

k H  f H st  H st _ qs (QT 3 )
k H 

HWL  H st

H st _ qs (QT 3 )

H
H st _ qs (QT 3 )

The quasi-stationary surge penstock losses between intake and surge tank

(2)
(3)

H st _ qs (QT 3 ) are established at a certain

penstock discharge after surge oscillations disappear. A function was defined by measurements and presented in a
form of a polynomial to be used in calculation.

4.2. Toro 2 flow measurement correction factor
Toro 2 discharge is measured by ultrasonic flow meter installed in Toro 2 penstock. The flow signal itself is filtered
/ averaged, so the information in the Toro 3 level control loop is not representing actual flow at all the times. In
cases, where there are flow changes on Toro 2, the true value of the discharge is shown only after the flow is
stabilized in the new value for a certain period of time. Meanwhile, measured flow lags behind the true value due to
the averaging of the measured signal.
In cases of loading or unloading of the Toro 2 units from or to full power, the untrue value of the discharge can be
present for few minutes, making problems in the level control loop. Therefore a Toro 2 flow measurement
correction flow Qcorr _ filter was introduced as a function of Toro 2 measured flow change rate dQT 2 and filtering
time of the initial measurement t filter :

Qcorr _ filter  dQt 

t filter
2

(4)
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When the flow change rate is not equal to 0, eg. it is positive, the flow value received from Toro 2 ultrasonic
measurement is lower as a true discharge. By adding the correction flow to Toro 2 flow measurement we obtain a
flow value which is then used for level regulation.

4.3. Toro 3 over-spilling at the intake
In case Toro 2 inflow is higher as Toro 3 consumption, there could be a spilling present at the Toro 3 intake
reservoir. The over-spilling discharge as a factor of spillway width Ls and an overspill water level dH s was
estimated as:

Qspill  0,65  dH s  g  Ls

(5)

4.4. Calculation of compensating flow
Compensating flow

Qreg defines the flow compensation in a way that taking into account intake and outtake

discharges, the water level would be controlled toward the reference level.
By applying the compensating flow, a level change ramping was applied and limited to acceptable value - at Toro 3
HPP maximal level ramp was defined to R=0,2m/min. The actual regulation ramp r (dH ) is dependant of the
reservoir level deviation from the reference value dH:

r (dH )  f (dH )

(6)

Compensation flow is than calculated taking into account intake reservoir water level:

Qreg  r (dH )  Areservoir

(7)

Calculation of regulation ramp compensates the inaccuracies in Toro 2 flow measurements or La Flor flow
calculations, thus making the loop insensitive to smaller uncertainties in measurement or flow calculations. If the
flow measurement uncertainties are significant, this would result in the level deviation, however the control loop
would maintain stable.

4.5. Reference flow calculation for Toro 3 level-control loop

QT 2 , La Flor QLFl , overand reservoir level deviation HWL .

The reference flow was initially determined as function of intake discharges at Toro 2
spilling flow at the intake

Qspill , compensating flow Qreg

Qref  (QT 2  QLFl  Qspill )  Qreg

(8)

Corrections were introduced to compensate all above mentioned phenomena, so the final reference flow for Toro 3
units was defined as:

QT 3  (Qref  Qcorr _ filter )  kH
A factor

(9)

k v has been ranged to compensate the reference flow however limited to ±10 % of the initially calculated

flow.
Flow control was designed as PID control where reference flow was calculated as per equation (9) and compared to
measured unit flows on both units. Unit flows were measured by Winter Kennedy method [4].
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5. GROUP CONTROLLER
Group controller controls the two Toro 3 units in a way that it can start, stop or distribute load of flow between the units.
Depending on the intake flow form Toro 2 HPP, units at Toro 3 are programmed to start and stop automatically.
When group controller is in level regulation mode, which is a usual setting for Toro 3 HPP, the controller first calculates
the reference flow as presented in chapter 0. Group controller distributes the reference flow between the two units
according to the designed flow distribution cam as on Fig. 3 [3].
Prepared by: Damir Dolenc
Dec / 16 / 2012
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Fig. 3– Group control flow-distribution CAM

A certain flow distribution CAM hysteresis was designed to protect the units against unnecessary unit starts and stops.
5.1. Group level control stability
The group level control showed to have fast response as well as a remarkable stability for such a complex layout as at
Toro 3 HPP. Measurements taken during several days of Toro cascade operation showed that water level at Toro 3
intake reservoir is kept within ±0,25 m when units are in operation. One day of plant operation in level control is
presented on Fig. 4 [3].
Date of measurement:
Febrery 5th 2013

Data received from SCADA
Supplied by Siemenes

Group level control at Toro 3 HPP
One day of operation
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Fig. 4 – Group level control of the Toro 3 units over one day
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Load rejections at Toro 2 HPP have immediate response with Toro 3 units, which is achieved only by flow measurement
loop without taking in account the generating data which were otherwise available to use. When only one unit is rejected
at Toro 2, also only one unit at Toro 3 goes to speed no-load waiting certain amount of time until Toro 2 rejected unit
would be connected to grid and loaded again. If this doesn’t happen in 2 minutes, the redundant unit at Toro 3 stops as
well.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Toro 3 HPP was successfully delivered into trial operation at the end of 2012 with remarkable level stability within few
centimeters in stable operation and less than 0,25 m deviation during Toro 2 changes in plant output.
With the implemented level control Litostroj Power was able to raise level reference for 2 m above design value and
adjust the level only 1m below the spill elevation without any over spilling during operation of units in level control.
Increase of the operating level reference increased the total plant efficiency / output close to 1 % comparing to designed
values.
With all above stated characteristics Litostroj Power Unit Control System showed advanced and sophisticated control
capabilities and as such represents an excellent reference project both for level control applications as well as for Unit
Control Systems.
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